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Gametes are an organism's reproductive cells. They are also
referred to as sex cells. Female gametes are called ova or egg
cells, and male gametes are called .
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BBC - GCSE Bitesize: Gametes and fertilisation
A gamete is a haploid cell that fuses with another haploid
cell during fertilization ( conception) in organisms that
sexually reproduce. In species that produce two.
Gamete - Wikipedia
Gamete, sex, or reproductive, cell containing only one set of
dissimilar chromosomes, or half the genetic material necessary
to form a complete organism (i.e., haploid). Gametes are
formed through meiosis (reduction division), in which a germ
cell undergoes two fissions, resulting.

Gamete definition, a mature sexual reproductive cell, as a
sperm or egg, that unites with another cell to form a new
organism. See more.

Gametes are the haploid cells that fuse in the sexual life
cycle to form the diploid zygote. Not all sexual organisms
have gametes in the sense of specialized.
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This is an example of anisogamy or heterogamythe condition in
which females and males produce gametes of different sizes
this is the case in Gamete the human ovum has
approximatelytimes the volume of a single human sperm Gamete
[2] [3]. The diploid number right over .
FromWikipedia,thefreeencyclopedia.IfaGametebearingamutationispass
from a male. But the number, size, and Gamete of chromosomes
varies between species.
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